Invalidate signatures stall bid for nuclear ban

By David Rolnick

As an ordinary person with no greater interest in the nuclear issue than the average reader of this paper, I was interested to learn that the group calling itself "Citizens for a Secured Hemisphere" had been stopped in its tracks last week by a signature filing "fiasco" at the City Clerk's Office in Portland. The group needed 2,500 valid signatures to force the council to consider a proposal for the establishment of a "all-out" nuclear weapon ban.

But the proposal could still be passed, said Council President Peter=create new paragraph

"IF WE DO OR we don't get the signatures, the council will probably agree to the proposal at a meeting tonight, and it will then proceed to hold a public hearing."
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Exiles protest Soviet rule

Helsinki, Finland - Hundreds of prominent citizens, led by Nobel laureate Elie Wiesel, have signed a protest against Soviet rule by three Baltic states in support of the 30th anniversary of the Helsinki Accords.

The protest was organized by the Baltic states, while the exiles' group is the Helsinki Committee. The signatories include figures such as Andrei Sakharov, the Soviet physicist and human rights activist.

S. Korean boat sinks, 3 die

SEOUL, South Korea - Three people died and 18 remained missing when a boat struck a natural gas pipeline in South Korea on Tuesday. The accident occurred near the southern coast, 18 miles from the country's mainland.

Moyishan: deficit planned

Washington - White House economic adviser Larry Summers said Tuesday that the United States would have a deficit this year due to increased spending and decreased revenue.

Doctors have advised the administration to prepare for a deficit of $50 billion to $60 billion.

Allied, the interview was part of a tour by Summers to the White House. Summers said that the deficit was 'deliberately begun' by the Reagan administration as a way to eliminate federal debt.

The United States' deficit, he said, was $115 billion in 1983 and $23 billion in 1984, a reduction of 36 percent.

Reports of rape rise by 7%

WASHINGTON - Reports of rape in the United States increased by 7 percent in 1984, marking the third consecutive annual rise. The FBI reported Tuesday, the latest year for which it has complete statistics.

The FBI said it has received a total of 7,039 reports of rape, a rise of 7 percent from the 6,591 reports received in 1983.

Illinois police check border

CHICAGO - Illinois State Police have been checking the state's borders for the past six months as a precaution against new drugsmuggling routes.

The state has had no reports of drug smuggling so far. However, Illinois State Police said they are monitoring the state's borders closely.

ESP research lab closes

MINNEAPOLIS - A research lab that conducted studies on extrasensory perception has closed down.

The lab, which was funded by the National Institute of Mental Health, has been in operation for 15 years.

Grinnell to 're-invent' itself

GRINNELL, Iowa - Grinnell officials have announced plans to "re-invent" the small college, which is trying to become one of the best small colleges in the Midwest.

The plans include a new campus design, a new president, and the elimination of some programs.

Metrobrievs

"Sing out for Peace" to commemorate Hiroshima

On Sunday, August 6, the public is invited to "Sing out for Peace" at the Hiroshima Peace Memorial in Hiroshima.

The event, which is part of the Hiroshima Peace Memorial, will begin at 8 a.m. and will be one of many events held in Hiroshima to commemorate the 50th anniversary of the atomic bomb.

The event will feature a variety of performances, including music, dance, and poetry.

The state government will give Iowa City plenty of time to get its sewage together and out of the Iowa River.

The sewage will be treated for bacteria and viruses, and then released into the Iowa River.

The sewage will eventually make its way to the Des Moines River and then on to the Mississippi River, where it will be treated again.

The sewage will then be released into the Mississippi River and eventually make its way to the Gulf of Mexico.
University

UI clinic provides dental aid for infants and children

By Stephen Goepferd Special to the Iowa City Press-Citizen

"We just want this to be good habits," the dental hygienist said. "It's important that we educate parents on the importance of dental health from an early age."

Goepferd said that the clinic also hopes to help prevent problems before they become too severe. The clinic will help parents establish good oral care habits at an early age, Goepferd said, and parents will be taught how to care for their children's teeth.

"The clinic is open to anyone, not just those who have insurance," Goepferd said. "We want to make sure that everyone has access to dental care, regardless of their ability to pay."
**Bernhard's Woman carries own weight**

By George Yanish

In Your Woman, Bernhard, Bernhard. Sandra.

SANDRA Bernhard, who "is in the main valley of the Mark for all I know," has a topic that is really none of my business.

The TV starlet, a graduate of the Houson publicist Bruce Olson, spoke recently of his 59-year-old actor was rushed last week to the hospital for a stomach ailment. "We're not sure what the exact problem is, but whatever it is, it's serious," he said.

"It's a relief," Olson said. "He's been in rough shape lately, and we were worried about him."

"But we're hopeful that he'll make a full recovery," Olson added.

"I'm looking forward to seeing him back on the job soon," he concluded.

**Nighttime soap plots revealed**

By Menno Grote

At the Biou

The program is a hilarious take on the soap opera genre, with characters and plotlines that are completely impossible and absurd. The show mocks the typical soap opera tropes, such as romance, drama, and conflict, and instead focuses on absurd and ridiculous scenarios.

At last night's episode, the main plotline revolves around the characters trying to solve a mystery. They are searching for a lost treasure, and the clues lead them all over the world, from ancient ruins to modern cities.

The show is a satire of the soap opera genre, and it is clear that the writers have no intention of following any real-life events or plotlines. Instead, they create their own, imaginative storylines that are full of humor and absurdity.

**Records**

By Menno Grote

The chart shows the top 10 songs in the country, according to the Billboard Hot 100.

1. *Cyndi Lauper* - "Time After Time"
2. *Elvis Presley* - "Can't Help Falling in Love"
3. *Diana Ross* - "We've Got Tonight"
4. *Wham!* - "Last Christmas"
5. *The Bee Gees* - "Stayin' Alive"
6. *Madonna* - "Like a Virgin"
7. *Bruce Springsteen* - "Born in the USA"
8. *A-ha* - "Take On Me"
9. *Joni Mitchell* - "Both Sides Now"
10. *The Rolling Stones* - "Paint It Black"

**Television**

The 1970s TV show *Dynasty* has been remade for the new generation, with a focus on the soap opera genre. The show follows the lives of the Carrington family, who are embroiled in various scandals and controversies.

In the new version, the show has been updated to reflect modern issues and trends, with a focus on social justice and equality. The show has been praised for its positive representation of LGBTQ+ characters and storylines.

The show has been a hit with audiences, and has been renewed for a second season. The cast and crew are now hard at work bringing the show to life once again.
Highway's lore lures teacher

The original Lincoln Highway, which went from New York to San Francisco—"good west just like the pioneer"—was conceived by the Lincoln Highway Association in 1913. The group, which was formed to promote the automobile industry and was based in Chicago. At that time, automobile manufactur- ers were shadowed by the service and role of trains. No one could foresee the impact of non-automobile industries, which were being created by the automobile's impact.

The highway was known for its long-distance travel, its long-distance travel how it can last for the next 100 years. The John Steinbeck novel is based on the Lincoln Highway.

The highway is also known for its long-distance travel. The Lincoln Highway Association is a non-profit organization that is dedicated to preserving the history of the highway and promoting its use.
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Alaska to impeach governor

JUNEAU, Alaska (UPI) - Alaska's impeachment proceedings resume today with the state Senate Committee hearing testimony from the man who benefited from a $3 million lease sale allegedly rigged for his use by William Sheffield, a former Democratic governor.

Sheffield, who was arrested in connection with the lease sale controversy, testified in March that he would be indicted if a senate probe revealed his role in the lease sale.

Sheffield, who was Gov. Bill Arsenault's predecessor, was indicted on charges of racketeering, bribery and corruption, but the Senate is considering whether to impeach him.
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The Senate has been consid
South Africa

A 500-pound police armored car tuned to power was seized in the incident, police said.

According to two officers, the armored car was seized at Katlehong, near Johannesburg, when about 20 blacks dressed in police uniforms seized the vehicle and arrested a driver. The incident took place in more than 24 hours.

Lebanon

Jerusalem said that the truck was set to take off tonight in the council chambers.

If those three problems aren't corrected, I'll work to remove the obstacle to sending a bill out of the Senate, Dole said on ABC's "This Week." The shuttle Challenger was scheduled to take off July 12, but the rocket booster that would be used in the mission suffered a serious technical problem last week.

Kohl in an interview published in the Johannesburg area.

Johannesburg area in more than 24 hours.

Weather permitting, Challenger is expected to take off July 12, but the rocket booster that would be used in the mission suffered a serious technical problem last week.

Engineers blamed the launch failure on a technical problem, but extensive troubleshooting failed to turn up any problems.

The crew will work four shifts around the clock, in much the same way that scientists in the experiments.

If the crew members work up a thirst during the busy flight, they can help themselves. Coca-Cola and Pepsi from high-tech containers developed at company expense are to be flown to the Skylab to be frozen in weightlessness.

Four cases of popular soft drinks are on board.
**World**

**Constitution suspended Sunday following Ugandan military coup**

**Peru president Garcia sworn in**

**Castro convenes debt conference**

**Collegiate degree may be 'ticket to nowhere'**

**College degree may be 'ticket to nowhere'**

**United Nations:** Bolivia, the ocean floor or the moon is what it chooses, President Huascar Rada announced yesterday at a prize-giving ceremony in the capital, that Latin American nations should not be afraid to break the West's economic stranglehold with any idea of life and death: "Bolivia wants..."

Bolivia's new foreign minister, Jose Hector Santillan, is due in New York today to begin a three-week tour of the United Nations. The tour is designed to promote Bolivia's bid for membership in the General Assembly and to increase its influence on world affairs.

**KAMPALA, Uganda (UPI) -** President Milton Obote's forces surrounded the capital that hosted a meeting of top officials of the co-called Eastern African Community yesterday and were holding hostage several top government officials, including the vice president, a foreign minister and the minister of finance.

The move by Obote's forces, which are reportedly loyal to the president, is the latest in a series of incidents that have plagued Uganda's economy and politics in recent weeks. The country has been struggling with high inflation, high unemployment, and a general lack of confidence in the government's ability to lead the nation.

**LOOTING AND GUNFIRE raged through the capital city of Kampala yesterday, as thousands of soldiers looted homes, shops and government buildings.**

**LIMA, Peru (UPI) -** A Ugandan soldier killed 13 soldiers and nine people in a shooting spree yesterday in Lima, Peru. The soldier opened fire in the streets of Lima, killing a total of 25 people, including the soldier himself.

The shooting rampage started in the early hours of the morning when the soldier, who was reportedly drunk, began firing at random into the crowd. He then turned his gun on himself, killing 13 soldiers and nine civilians before being shot dead by security forces.

**Peru president Garcia sworn in**

President Alan Garcia sworn in as the new president of Peru yesterday, following the resignation of the previous president, Juan Garcia. Garcia was sworn in at the ceremony held in Lima, the capital of Peru.

Garcia took the oath of office in front of a crowd of thousands of supporters who gathered to witness the historic event.

**Castro convenes debt conference**

Castro convened a meeting of top officials of the co-called Eastern African Community yesterday and was holding hostage several top government officials, including the vice president, a foreign minister and the minister of finance.

The move by Castro's forces, which are reportedly loyal to the president, is the latest in a series of incidents that have plagued the country's economy and politics in recent weeks. The country has been struggling with high inflation, high unemployment, and a general lack of confidence in the government's ability to lead the nation.

**College degree may be 'ticket to nowhere'**

A college degree may be a "ticket to nowhere," according to a new study by the Pew Research Center. The study found that college graduates are more likely to be unemployed than high school dropouts, with 7 percent of college graduates and 3 percent of high school dropouts unemployed.

The study, which looked at data from the U.S. Census Bureau, found that college graduates are more likely to be unemployed than high school dropouts, with 7 percent of college graduates and 3 percent of high school dropouts unemployed. The study also found that college graduates are more likely to be underemployed, with 11 percent of college graduates and 7 percent of high school dropouts working in jobs that do not require a college degree.
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Sportsbriefs

**Baseball fans support owners**

New York fans have demonstrated their support for the owners by voting overwhelmingly in favor of the owners' proposal to increase the Major League Baseball season from 162 to 181 games.

**Davey Lopes drives in four runs**

Davey Lopes drove in four runs with a two-run double in the seventh inning. The Dodgers defeated the Giants 10-3.

**Colt's second bleeding episode is no cause for concern**

The Colt, a thoroughbred racehorse, had a second bleeding episode during the Belmont Stakes. However, it is not considered a serious concern.

**Lendt crushes Gomez for title**

Lendt defeated Gomez in the final match of the annual singles tournament, earning the title.

**Astrons' singles surprise Merts**

The Astrons, a doubles team, defeated the Merts in a surprising upset, which has shocked the tennis world.
Benoit chases after new marathon record

By Brad Zinman

DAVENPORT—Ione Benoit won the first women's marathon in the Olympic Trials for Los Angeles last Saturday, but when 1981 comes around, the Olympic trials may not find Benoit going for the gold in Seoul, Korea.

"I don't think that I'll be back for the Trials," said Benoit. "They're not even the Trials of the 1981 Olympic Games to me, they're the Trials of the 1981 Olympic Trials.

Benoit's strong start was a key to her marathon victory in Los Angeles. The native Kenyan from Mombasa, Kenya pulled away from the pack after 20 miles and won by 12 seconds over Curp, Danzig, and Rodgers.

Although Benoit beat Curp by 12 seconds, her marathon time for the seven-mile race Saturday was better than his previous course record as the seven-mile race at the Olympic Trials was set by Rodgers in 1981.

"No, I wasn't surprised with Benoit's performance," said Curp. "They failed to mention him in the post-race analysis, and I'm not sure why. He's a good competitor, and he's not doing it for the money, but just because he has to do that well.

Benoit's strong start was a key to her marathon victory in Los Angeles. The native Kenyan from Mombasa, Kenya pulled away from the pack after 20 miles and won by 12 seconds over Curp, Danzig, and Rodgers.
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